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Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring with 1, and let T be an R-algebra, 
not necessarily associative. We show that if, for some positive integer n, 
T” C Z(T), the center of T, then all the polynomial identities satisfied by T 
are finitely based, that is, logical consequences of a lixed finite subset of them. 
Immediate corollaries are the varieties of rings generated by a nilpotent ring, 
an an-ring, or commutative rings are finitely based. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a class (or variety) of algebras of a similar type, and let I(V) 
denote the collection of all polynomial identities satisfied by every member of 
V. Then V is said to be JiniteZy based if there is a finite subset I’ C I(V) such 
that every identity of I(V) is a logical consequence of I’. The finite basis 
property is known for various classes of algebras; especially for many varieties 
of groups (for example, see H. Neumann [7]), but relatively few classes of 
rings. 
All rings and algebras will be associative unless otherwise mentioned here- 
after. D. E. Cohen’s paper [l] on the finite basis theorem for metabelian 
groups included, without mention, a proof that all classes of commutative 
rings are finitely based. (We were told that R. McKenzie now has another 
proof of this.) Recently, T. Evans [2] has shown that any ring satisfying 
x” = x for some positive integer n > 2, (thus a special commutative ring), 
any nilpotent ring, and the product variety of a nilpotent variety by a finitely 
based variety are all finitely based. Some of this work was done also by 
H. Werner and R. Wille [9]. But the techniques employed on these three 
occasions are very different. Also lately, R. Kruse [5] has shown that any 
finite ring and any ring that is an extension of a nilpotent ring by a finite ring 
are finitely based. 
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Our results generalize some of these results, and our technique uses Cohen’s 
approach, which might be said to be the Hilbert Basis Theorem technique. 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following. 
THEOREM. Let R be a commutatiwe Noetherian ring with 1, and let T be an 
R-algebra, not necessarily associative. Zf T satisfies a central condition T” C Z(T) 
for some positive integer n, then T is$nitely based. 
The center Z( T) of T is the subring of T given by Z(T) = {z E T 1 zu = ua, 
X(W) = (zu)v = U(W) for all u, v E T). Since the integers Z and any field K 
are both commutative Noetherian rings with 1, and the nilpotency law forces 
our central condition, the next corollary follows immediately. 
COROLLARY 1. Every nilpotent ring OY nilpotent K-algebra is$nitely based. 
M. Putcha and A. Yaqub [8] defined an a,,-ring, n a positive integer, to be 
an associative ring A satisfying the following: for all x1 ,..., X, E A there exists 
a polynomial w(xr , . . . , x,) depending on x1 , . . . , X, with integer coefficients such 
that the degree of each xi (in w) > 2 and x1 .e* x, - w(xr ,..., x,) E Z(A). 
They showed that A is an cY,-ring, if, and only if, An C Z(A). Therefore, the 
following is obvious. 
COROLLARY 2. Every ol,-ring is finitely based. 
Let V be any class of commutative rings or commutative K-algebras. 
Then, Z(V) = Z(A) for some V-relatively free commutative ring A or com- 
mutative K-algebra A. Trivially, A1 Z Z(A). Therefore, we have the 
following. 
COROLLARY 3. Every class of commutative rings OY commutative K-algebras 
is Jinitely based. 
2. SIX LEMMAS AND A PROPOSITION 
In this section we shall develop six lemmas and a proposition necessary for 
the proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA 1. Let T be a not necessarily associative ring with 1 satisfying a 
central condition Tn C Z(T) for some positive integer n. Zf r is a positive integer > 
3n - 1, then the product of Y elements tI ,..., t, E T is independent of the manner 
in which the elements are associated and ordered. 
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Proof. Let t, ,..., t, E T. By [ti .a* t,.] let us mean the product 
(.** ((&$&*) tr > 
called the standard product. On the other hand, let {tr *** tr} denote a product 
of r elements t, ,..,, t, in any association. What we want to prove is that 
h) *-- tad = [t1 ..* t,.], where CJ is any permutation. We shall do this in a 
progressive way as follows. We note that T” is an ideal of T. 
(a) Assume that t, E Tn for some k < S. Using the definition of the 
center and the fact that Tn is an ideal, it is easy to show by induction on 
s > 3 that 
it1 **. ts} = [t1 a*- tJ. 
(b) We next show that if t, E T” for some K < s then 
{4?(l) *-* t&)} = [t1 ..* ts]. 
Let t* = (to(,) ... t,(s)} and t = [tl ... ts]. If s = 3, clearly t* = t by the 
definition of the center. Therefore, assume s > 4, and suppose u(i) = 1 and 
u(j) = 2. Then, by (a) and the result of the s = 3 case, 
t* = kd,) .** t&l,> t,(&(i+,) --* t&d 
= {cd,) ..* t!(i) *** t&d t,(&&+,) *** c?(i) *** t,(s)tA 
= {t,(l) *** edi) *.* &, *.. t,dv&, 
which is t by the induction assumption, and thus t* = t. 
(c) Let r >, 3n - 1. We claim that 
{tl 0.. t,} = [t1 *** tJ. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume n >, 2. If p is a string of k elements 
of ti’s, let us say degp = k. Again, let t’ = {tl ... t,.} and write, by (a), t’ as a 
product of subproducts, say t’ = {pi *.. p,}, with some pi = {t,,, *a* t,,,) 
andn~degpi~2n-2(recalln32).NotethatC(degpjIj#i}~n+ 1. 
Then, by applying (b) and exploiting the degrees, we obtain 
t’ = PitA ..$ . ..p*} 
= P?n -.. 4n+3Pm-14 = &z-I **. L+k-&tm+k4 
By repeating this step, we eventually obtain 
zz {tl **. tk+lHtk+$ 9.. tr} = [tl .-* tJ, 
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(d) We are finally ready to prove the lemma, and indeed the following 
is good enough. By (b) and (c), we have 
[tl -.. tr] = tg(t1 ... -.. t&l}{ti+, t,] 
= t& -.. ti-,ti+,){ti,, ...t,} 
= [4 ... tie,ti+,t,ti+, ... tJ. 
Let V be the set of all finite dimensional vectors of nonnegative integers, 
and identify (01~ ,..., 01~) = (cyi ,..., 01~ , 0, 0 ,... ). Let u = (01~ ,..., arc) and 
v = (A ,-*a, j3,) in V. Let @ be the set of all order preserving injections on the 
set of all positive integers. Each q5 E CD induces a mapping on V by defining 
$(u) = v if 
if ,j = C(i) for some i, 
otherwise. 
We now introduce an ordering < and a preordering (ordering without the 
antisymmetric condition) < on V as follows: 
i 
u<v if am. < & for some m but 01~ = pi for all i > m. 
U<V if 4(u) < v componentwise for some + E @. 
A preordered set A is said to be partially well-ordered [4] if any infinite 
sequence of elements of A has a (nonstrictly) increasing infinite subsequence. 
We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let V, <, < be deJined as above. Then, 
(a) (V, <) is a well-ordered set, and 
(b) (V, <) is a partially well-ordered set. 
Proof. Part (a) is obvious. For part (b), let U = {ur , u2 ,...} with ui = 
6% 9 ai2 ,...) E V for all i. It suffices to show that there exist i, j such that i <i 
and ui < u, . By the nature of the question, we shall freely replace 77 by any of 
its subsequences without mention. Let the integer 01~ be a maximal component 
of ui , that is, oli = max ui , and mi be the number of maximal components 
of ui . Assume first 01~ = 01~ = a.* = 01, and use induction on ~1. If 01 = 0, 
then trivially ur < u2 < *... Suppose OL 2 1. We may assume either m, < 
mz < .‘. or m, = ma = ... = m. In the former case, we can claim 
u1 < u2 < **.. 
In the latter case, by letting vi be the vector ui with all nonmaximal com- 
ponents replaced by O’s, we may assume vr < vu2 < ... under 0, , 6, ,... 
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(that is, vi < vj under Bi E @). If 01 = 1, we already have ur < us < . .. under 
e1 , e2 )... . Assume 01 > 1 and note that each ui is divided into m + 1 blocks 
by its maximal components. For each K = I ,..., m + 1, let wik be the vector 
consisting of the Kth block of ui with the (k - 1)th maximal component 
excluded, if it exists, and with the Kth maximal component replaced by 
01 - 1, if it exists. Since max wilt < 01, we may claim wrk < wak < ... under 
e lk , ezr ,... by the induction assumption. Define q$ as follows: if olij 3 01, 
let &(j) = ei( j); if Q( < a) is in the Kth block of ui , let &(j) = 
Bi(t) + eilc(j - t), where ait is the (k - 1)th maximal component of ui , 
if it exists, and otherwise t = 0 and ei(0) = 0. It is easy to see all q$ E @ and 
Ul < u2 < *.. under $1 , & ,... . 
Suppose next that 01~ < a2 < ... . Let mi be the number of components 
> ~yi n ui . We may assume either m, < m2 < ... or m, = m2 = ... = m. 
In the former case, clearly ur < ui for a sufficiently large i. For the latter 
case, we essentially repeat the same argument as in the preceding paragraph 
and reach the conclusion ur < u2 . . . . 
Let R be a commutative ring with 1. Later on, in addition, R will be 
Noetherian. We will denote byF(R) the free nonassociative, noncommutative 
R-algebra on the countable set of variables {xi , x2 ,...}, and byF*(R) the free 
(associative!) commutative R-algebra on the same set of variables. Let 
p EF*(R). Then, in general, 
The set of vectors (01~ ,..., a,) ,..., (& ,..., /3J, considered in the well-ordered 
set (V, <), contains the greatest one, say (01~ ,..., a,). We define the weight 
of p, denoted by wt(p), to be this greatest vector (a1 ,..., M,), the leading 
monomial of p, denoted by lm(p), to be ax? ‘.. xkm, and the leading coeficient 
of p, denoted by IQ), to be a. In addition, we define wt(r) = (0) for any 
Y E R and Zc(0) = 0. For any p(q) x2 ,...) EF(R) or F*(R) and any + E @, 
let 4(P) = Pbf41) 9 4(2) ,...). Let m(F*(R)) be the collection of all monomials 
of F*(R). We are now ready for the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let p, p, ,..., p, be nonxero elements of F*(R) such that 
(a) wt(p,) < wt(p) for each i = l,..., k, and 
(b) k(p) is in the ideal of R generated by the set of leading coefficients, 
MPlL ~c(P,)l- 
Then there exist q1 ,..., qk E m(F*(R)) u R and mappings +I ,..., & E @ such that 
(4 4P - kh~l(P3 + **- + whc(PkN -=c 4P>. 
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Proof. By the condition (b), we may assume for some ri E R and s < k 
(d) IQ) = r,[Ec(p,)] + ..* + ~,[Zc[p,)] with all r,[Zc(p,)] # 0. Let 
!@I , x2 ,*** ) EF*(R) and 4 E @. For any 4’ E m(F*) U R it is easy to observe 
that if Ic(q’) It(q) # 0 then 
(4 WI’#Z)) = dWm(a>>, i.e., =W4(@1 =41’) + $W(dl, with 
the addition defined componentwise. By the condition (a), there exists +i E @ 
such that wt[$&)] < wut(p) componentwise. Therefore, by the above 
observation (e) 
(f > ~+7&iN = 4P> 
for some qi E m(F*(R) u R with the coefficient yi. By (d) and (f), we easily 
obtain (c). 
An ideal I of F*(R) or F(R) is called a @-ideal if #X(P) E I whenever 4 E Q, 
and p E I. Let I _C F*(R). For each 01 E I’, let 1, be the ideal of R generated by 
the leading coefficients {Zc(p)] p E 1, wt(p) = a}. Also, let 
WV) = W(P)l P EII. 
LEMMA 4. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring with 1 and I a Q-ideal 
of F*(R). Then, there is a $nite subset WC wt(I) such that, for any weight 
/3 E wt(I), there is 01 E W with 
(a) 01 =G h and 
(b) 1, = I,. 
Proof. The existence of a finite subset W satisfying (a) is immediate 
from Lemma 2(b). If fi d oes not satisfy (b), then add p to W. Repeat this. 
If we cannot obtain the required W by adding finitely many /3’s, then there is a 
subset U (2 W) of wt(I) with infinitely many weights j?r , p2 ,... such that 
/?i < p2 < *.* [by Lemma 2(b)] and 4, C Is, C *.* [by Lemma 3(e)]. This is 
clearly impossible since R is Noetherian. 
An ideal 1 of F*(R) or F(R) is said to be finitely generated as a D-ideal if it 
is the smallest Q-ideal that contains one of its finite subsets. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring with 1. Then any 
@-ideal I of F*(R) is jiniteZy generated as a O-ideal. 
Proof. By the preceding Lemma 4, there is a finite subset WC wt(I) 
such that, for any weight j3 E wt(I), there is 01 E W with 
(4 a < A and 
(b) I, = I,. 
For each o! E W, since I, is finitely generated in R, we can pick finitely many 
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polynomialsp, ,..., p, E I such that wt(p,) = 01 and (Zc(pr),..., Zc(pk)} generates 
the ideal 1, . 
Let I’ be the Q-ideal generated by all the polynomials picked as above for 
all 01 E W. Clearly I’ is finitely generated, and we claim I’ = I. If I’ C I then 
there is by Lemma 2(a) a polynomial p E I - I’ of minimal weight under <. 
Let wt(p) = p. 
Since p E wt(l), by (a) and (b), 01< /z? for some 01 E W and 1, = IB . Then 
p> $1 >.*.p pk satisfy all of the hypothesis of Lemma 3. Thus, for some choice 
of 91 ,..., qk E m(F*(R) U R, and #Q ,..., $k E @ we have 
wti-p - (~dl(Pl> + “’ + qk$k(pk)l < wt(p) = !* 
Note that 
%A( Pi) E I’ and P - (%+I($?) + *‘* + qk+k(pk)) E1 
since I’ is a Q-ideal and /3 is minimal. Hence, p E I’, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, I’ = .Z. 
Let w F(R) ---f F*(R) be the canonical homomorphism given by z-(xi) = xi 
for all xi , and let K = Kerr. For any subset A CF(R), let (A), (A)@, 
(A)fi mean the ideal, the Q-ideal, the fully invariant ideal of F(R) generated 
by A, respectively. And for any subset B CF*(R), we define (B)*, , (B)X 
in the obvious way. Note that (A) C (A), C (A),i and rr((A),) = (n(A)): . 
LEMMA 6. Let I be a Q-ideal of F(R). Then, there exists a Jinite subset 
JCIsuchthatI=(j),+(InK). 
Proof. It is easy to see that the image m(l) itself is a @-ideal of F*(R), 
since ~(1) = a(Q),) = (r(l)); . Therefore, by Proposition 5, n(l) = 
(rr(J))t for some finite subset 1 _C I. Clearly, I > (J)@ + (1 n K). 
For the implication of the other direction, let p ~1. Then, since 
4P> E 44 = <4m = 4(J>@), n(P) = 47) 
for some q E (J)@ C I. Therefore, p - q E I n K, that is, p E (J)@ + (1 n K), 
completing the proof. 
For each nonzero polynomial p EF(R), let deg(p)[resp., deg(p)] be the 
maximal [resp., minimal] degree of monomials, in terms of {x;x, ,...}, of p. 
In other words, deg(p)[resp., deg(p)] is the maximal [resp., minimal] fre- 
quency of variables (x1 , x, ,...}, Ytually appearing in any nonzero monomial 
of p. In addition, define deg(0) = deg(0) = 0. For any subset S C F(R) and 
- for each positive integer Y, let 
&A = {P E S I deg < y> and ST) = {p E S 1 deg > Y}. 
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And as usual, we define F, to be the R-subalgebra of F(R) generated 
by variables {x1 ,.,., x,-r}. Finally, we state a rather technical lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Let S be a fully invariant ideal of F(R), with K(T) C S _C K. 
Then, S = (SC,, n F& + K@). 
Proof. Let A = (St,) n F,jfi + Kc7). It suffices to show S _C A. A 
polynomial p EF(R) is said to be homogeneous if any variable xi actually 
appearing in any monomial of p, actually appears in every monomial of p. 
Let 0, be an endomorphism of F(R) induced by xi H (1 - aik) xi for all i in 
an obvious way. 
Let p = p, + p, be a polynomial of F(R) such that a fixed variable xk 
actually appears in each monomial of p, but not in any of p, . Then, since S is 
a fully invariant ideal of F(R), pa = 6,(p) E S. Thus, p, , p, E S, and, in the 
sequel, we can write p = p, + *.. + p, with homogeneous polynomials 
pi E s. 
Let p E S be homogeneous. To finish the proof, it suffices to show p E A. 
We can write p = or + q2 with deg(pr) = r - 1 and deg(q,) = Y. Clearly, 
q2 E K@) C S, and hence qr E (S(,) n F,)I, . Thus, p E AT 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We are now ready to give a proof of the theorem. 
Proof. Let I be the set of all polynomial identities on the set of variables 
{Xl 9 x2 Y.> satisfied by T, i.e., I = I(T). Note that I is a fully invariant ideal 
of F(R). To prove that T is finitely based, we must produce a finite subset 
I’ C I such that each member of I is a logical consequence of I’, or equivalently, 
such that I = (I’)fi . 
By the Lemma 6, I = (I)@ + (I n K) f or some finite subset J _C I. Assume 
I n K = <K’),i for another finite subset K’ _C I n K. Then 
and hence I = (I’>li , where I’ = J u K’ is a finite subset of I. Thus, to 
finish the proof, it suffices to show that the above assumption is true. 
Let S = I n K, and r = 3n - 1. Then, clearly S is a fully invariant 
ideal of F(R), and KcT) C SC K by Lemma 1. Thus, by Lemma 7, S = 
(S~,J n F,jfi + Kfr). First, note that, since R is Noetherian, 22~~) n F, is 
finitely generated even as an R-module. Second, by Lemma 1, the identities 
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in K(r) are all a consequence of the following identities which are satisfied by T 
because of the central condition. 
{x1 ... xn> x,+1 = XT%+1 Xl { *.* xn} 
C-Q . . . %&%+1Xn+2) = (1x1 ... %a> x,+1) %+z = %,l(h .*. %I> %+2), 
where {x1 ... x,] takes on all possible associations. Since there are only 
m = (272 - 2)!/[n!(n - l)!] associations, this only requires 3m2 identities. 
Here, n is that of T” _C Z(T). Thus, the above assumption is true, and this 
completes the proof. 
We close this paper by asking the following question. 
QUESTION. Find conditions for a ring OY an algebra to be Jinitely based (cf. 
[3] and [6]). In particular, give an example that is not JiniteZy based. 
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